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1 Introduction

Theoretical studies of materials governed by strong electronic interactions remain one of the
most challenging problems in condensed matter physics. While the Schrödinger equation de-
scribing these systems is known, the complexity of its solution increases exponentially with
the number of electrons so that approximations have to be made. Mainstream theoretical mod-
eling based on density-functional theory attempts to solve the full equation by mapping the
many-body problem onto a single-particle problem. But its implementation in terms of the lo-
cal density approximation fails to account for the strong correlations between the electrons and
thus is unsuccessful in describing many of the many-body phenomena in these systems, such
as magnetism or superconductivity. To study such behavior, a different approach is usually
employed in order to make the problem tractable: A simplified model Hamiltonian is devised
to provide an accurate description of the important low-energy degrees of freedom and higher
energy states are left out. Because of this reduction in complexity, the model can then be solved
with accurate many-body methods that treat the interactions accurately and thus are able to de-
scribe phenomena due to strong electronic correlations. Much of the work in this area is based
on using methods such as exact diagonalization or quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) to determine
the exact state of a finite-size lattice and regarding this state as an approximation to the bulk
thermodynamic limit. Quantum cluster methods [1] such as the dynamic cluster approximation
(DCA) [2–4], the subject of this lecture, use a different philosophy, in which the bulk, infinite-
size, lattice problem is replaced by a finite-size cluster embedded in a mean-field bath designed
to represent the remaining degrees of freedom. In contrast to finite-size calculations, quantum
cluster methods give approximate results for the thermodynamic limit. They have been used
extensively since their initial development in 1988 [2] and have provided insight into many
important questions of condensed matter science. In this lecture, we present a pedagogical dis-
cussion of the DCA framework and its recent DCA+ extension [5, 6], together with selected
applications that showcase the ability of these methods to provide insight into the physics of
strongly correlated systems.

Preliminaries

In general, the Hamiltonian describing the physics of an interacting system is divided into a
non-interacting part H0 and an interacting part H1

H = H0 +Hint . (1)

As a simple example, we will focus one of the most studied models in this field, the single-band
Hubbard model [7]

H =
∑
ij,σ

tij c
†
iσcjσ + U

∑
i

ni↑ni↓ . (2)

Here c(†)iσ destroys (creates) an electron on site i with spin σ, and niσ = c†iσciσ is the corre-
sponding number operator. The first (non-interacting) term describes the hopping of electrons
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between sites i and j with amplitude tij , and the second (interaction) term raises the energy by
the Coulomb repulsion U when two electrons with opposite spin reside on the same site.
The single-particle dynamics of the Hamiltonian at finite temperatures is described by the ther-
modynamic Green’s function

Gij,σ = −〈Tτ ciσ(τ)c†jσ〉 , (3)

Gij,σ(iωn) =

∫ β

0

dτ eiωnτGij,σ(τ) , ωn = (2n+ 1)π/β , (4)

Gσ(k, iωn) =
1

N

∑
ij

eik(ri−rj)Gij,σ(iωn) . (5)

Here τ is the imaginary time, Tτ the time-ordering operator, β = 1/T the inverse temperature,
and ωn are the fermionic Matsubara frequencies. For problems with translational symmetry in
space and time, the Green’s function becomes diagonal in momentum k and frequency iωn as
stated in Eqs. (4) and (5). The Green’s function G0 of the non-interacting system, i.e. H = H0,
is given by

G0(k, iωn) =
1

iωn + µ− εk
, (6)

where µ is the chemical potential and εk the dispersion, obtained from a Fourier transform of
the hopping tij . For example, for a two-dimensional (2D) model with nearest neighbor hopping
t and next-nearest-neighbor hopping t′, one has

εk = −2t(cos kx + cos ky)− 4t′ cos kx cos ky (7)

with k = (kx, ky). Finally, the Dyson equation

G(k, iωn) =
1

G−10 (k, iωn)−Σ(k, iωn)
. (8)

defines the self-energyΣ(k, iωn) as the difference between the (inverse) non-interacting Green’s
function G0 and the fully renormalized Green’s function G and thus describes the effects of the
interaction term Hint on the single-particle dynamics.

2 The dynamic cluster approximation

Calculating the Green’s function G and the self-energy Σ exactly in the thermodynamic limit
is prohibitively expensive as the problem size grows exponentially in the number of degrees of
freedom. Finite-size methods, such as determinantal QMC [8] or Lanczos diagonalization [9],
make the problem tractable by restricting the sums over sites in Eq. (2) to those of a finite
size L × L cluster, small enough to be able to calculate the Green’s function of the cluster,
Gc(K, iωn), and the cluster self-energy Σc(K, iωn), where K are the momenta of the finite-
size cluster. Then, one could imagine carrying out calculations on a set of L×L lattices and then
scaling to the thermodynamic limit L→∞. The DCA [1–3] takes a different approach: Similar
to a finite-size calculation, it represents the system by a reduced number of cluster degrees of
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DMFT: Nc=1 Nc=4 Nc=16A Exact:Nc=

K

k

Nc=16BNc=8

Fig. 1: Coarse-graining of momentum space: At the heart of the DCA method is a partitioning
of the first Brillouin zone into Nc patches over which the Green’s function is coarse-grained
(averaged) to represent the system by a reduced number of Nc “cluster” degrees of freedom.
The bulk degrees of freedom not included on the cluster are taken into account as a mean-
field. For Nc = 1, the dynamical mean-field approximation is recovered, while for Nc → ∞,
one obtains the exact result. For a given cluster size Nc, one can have different locations and
shapes of the coarse-graining patches, as illustrated for Nc =16A and 16B.

freedom, but instead uses coarse-graining to retain information about the degrees of freedom
not contained in the cluster. In the Appendix, we provide a rigorous derivation of both the DCA
and DCA+ algorithms based on approximations of the grand potential. In the following, we
give a more physically motivated discussion of these algorithms.

2.1 General formalism

To coarse-grain the degrees of freedom, the Brillouin zone is split into Nc patches of equal size.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, each patch is represented by the cluster momentum K at the center of
the cell, and a patch function

φK(k) =

1, if k in patchK.

0, otherwise.
(9)

is used to restrict momentum sums over momenta k inside theKth patch. There can be different
numbers Nc of patches, with different size and shape. The basic assumption of the DCA then
is that the self-energy is only weakly momentum dependent, so it can be approximated on a
coarse grid ofK-points of a finite-size cluster

Σ(k, iωn) ' Σc(K, iωn) . (10)

Since the self-energy describes energy shift and life-time effects due to the interaction of an
electron with other electrons, the dynamics of which is represented by the Green’s function
G(k, iωn), it is generally a functional of G(k, iωn), i.e., Σ(k, iωn) = Σ[G(k, iωn)]. In finite-
size methods, the degrees of freedom are reduced to those of a cluster by calculating the self-
energy from the cluster Green’s function, i.e., Σc(K, iωn) = Σc[Gc(K, iωn)]. In contrast, in
the DCA, all the degrees of freedom of the bulk lattice are retained by calculating the self-energy
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Σc(K, iωn) = Σc[Ḡ(K, iωn)] from a coarse-grained Green’s function

Ḡ(K, iωn) =
Nc

N

∑
k

φK(k)G(k, iωn) =
Nc

N

∑
k

φK(k)
1

iωn − εk + µ−ΣDCA(k, iωn)
.

(11)
Here the patch function φK(k) restricts the sum to momenta k inside the Kth patch and the
DCA self-energy

ΣDCA(k, iωn) =
∑
K

φK(k)Σc(K, iωn) (12)

is approximated by a constant self-energy Σc(K, iωn) within the Kth patch, but varies be-
tween patches. Ḡ(K, iωn) represents a Green’s function in which the degrees of freedom not
contained on the cluster are coarse-grained or averaged out. The corresponding non-interacting
Green’s function

G0(K, iωn) =
[
Ḡ−1(K, iωn) +Σc(K, iωn)

]−1 (13)

is obtained by removing the cluster self-energy Σc(K, iωn). To calculate Σc(K, iωn), an effec-
tive cluster model is set up using G0 together with the interaction term Hint of the Hamiltonian
Eq. (2),

S[φ∗, φ] = −
∫ β

0

dτ

∫ β

0

dτ ′
∑
ij,σ

φ∗iσ(τ)G0,ij,σ(τ − τ ′)φjσ(τ) +

∫ β

0

dτ
∑
i

Uφ∗i↑(τ)φi↑φ
∗
i↓(τ)φi↓(τ) ,

(14)
where φ and φ∗ are the Grassmann variables corresponding to the operators c and c†, respec-
tively. From this the cluster Green’s function

Gc,ij,σ(τ − τ ′) =
1

Z

∫
D[φ∗φ]φiσ(τ)φ∗jσ(τ ′) e−S[φ

∗,φ] , (15)

where
Z =

∫
D[φ∗φ] e−S[φ

∗,φ] (16)

is the partition function, is calculated using, for example, the QMC algorithm discussed in
Sec. 2.2 and used to determine the cluster self-energy

Σc(K, iωn) = G−10 (K, iωn)−G−1c (K, iωn) . (17)

Then, using this new result for Σc(K, iωn) in Eq. (12), steps (11) to (17) are iterated to self-
consistency, i.e., until Σc(K, iωn) does not change anymore between iterations. A sketch of
the self-consistency loop to obtain the DCA self-energy ΣDCA(k) is given in Fig. 2, and Fig. 3
shows a typical result taken from Ref. [5] for a Hubbard model with t′ = −0.15 t and U = 7 t

at a filling 〈n〉 = 0.95 and temperature T = 0.33 t, which has been obtained with the quantum
Monte Carlo cluster solver described in Sec. 2.2. Here, the imaginary part of ΣDCA(k, πT ) is
plotted for the first Matsubara frequency versus k along a high-symmetry path in the Brillouin
zone. For this case, the self-energy has a pronounced momentum dependence and one sees
the basic approximation of the DCA: The self-energy is constant within a K-patch and has a
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Fig. 2: The DCA self-consistency loop: (1) To initialize the algorithm, one starts with a cluster
self-energy Σc(K, iωn), which is usually taken from a previous calculation, for example at a
higher temperature, or set to zero. From Σc(K, iωn), the lattice self-energy ΣDCA(k, iωn) is
constructed using a piecewise-constant continuation of Σc(K, iωn). (2) ΣDCA(k, iωn) is then
used in the coarse-graining of the Green’s function to give Ḡ(K, iωn). (3) From Ḡ(K, iωn),
one then calculates the corresponding bare Green’s function of the cluster, G0(K, iωn), by
removing the cluster self-energy Σc(K, iωn). (4) The bare cluster Green’s function G0(K, iωn)
is used together with the interaction U to set up the effective cluster model, which is solved with
a cluster solver such as the QMC algorithm discussed in Sec. 2.2. This provides a new result
for the cluster self-energy Σc(K, iωn), which is used in the next iteration in step (1).

step discontinuity at the boundary between the patches. In addition, it is apparent that different
clusters can give large differences in ΣDCA(k). This is especially clear in the case of the 16A
and 16B clusters (see Fig. 1), which have the same size but different locations and shapes of the
coarse-graining patches. In principle, these finite-size effects can be mitigated by carrying out
calculations for larger clusters. In some cases, calculations for very large clusters are possible
and one can perform finite size scaling to obtain the exact infinite cluster size result. Usually,
however, the increase in numerical complexity associated with going to larger clusters limits
calculations to relatively small clusters for which this problem persists.

2.2 Quantum Monte Carlo cluster solver

The DCA algorithm requires the calculation of the Green’s function and the self-energy of the
effective cluster problem as defined by the action in Eq. (14). While the determinantal QMC
(DQMC) technique [8] is the method of choice for unbiased calculations of 2D finite-size lat-
tices, here one deals with a finite-size cluster embedded in a dynamic mean field, and other
methods that can treat this coupling to a fermionic bath are necessary. The Hirsch-Fye QMC al-
gorithm was originally developed to study the properties of magnetic impurities hybridized with
conduction electrons in metals [10] and later extended to solve the effective cluster problem in
the DCA [11]. Just like the DQMC algorithm, this method uses a Suzuki-Trotter decomposition
of the partition function and therefore has time discretization errors. In recent years, however,
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Fig. 3: DCA self-energy: DCA results for the imaginary part of the lattice self-energy
Σ(k, πT ) for a Hubbard model with U = 7 t, t′ = −0.15t , 〈n〉 = 0.95 at a temperature
T = 0.33 t. The DCA approximation gives a self-energy with jump discontinuities between the
coarse-graining patches and which depends strongly on the location and shape of the patches
(Nc = 16A vs. 16B).

a number of continuous-time QMC (CT-QMC) methods have been developed [12], which are
free from time discretization errors and which are more efficient than the Hirsch-Fye algorithm.
Of these, we will discuss the continuous-time auxiliary-field (CT-AUX) QMC algorithm [13],
which has been developed specifically for the type of large cluster DCA calculations we are
interested in.
The CT-AUX algorithm is formally similar to the Hirsch-Fye QMC algorithm in that it employs
an auxiliary-field decoupling of the interaction term, Hint in Eq. (2). But instead of the time
discretization, it performs a weak-coupling expansion of the interaction term. Monte Carlo
sampling is then performed in the combined space of perturbation expansion order and time-
ordered configurations for a given order. The method yields numerically exact results that are
continuous in time since the positions along the imaginary time axis are variable and not fixed
as in Hirsch-Fye. In the following, we sketch the basic idea of this approach and refer the reader
to Refs. [12, 13] for a detailed discussion.
One starts by expanding the partition function, Eq. (16), in powers of Hint to which an arbitrary
constant term −K/β with non-zero K has been added. Then, one applies the auxiliary-field
decomposition [14]

1− βU

K

∑
i

[
ni↑ni↓ −

1

2
(ni↑ + ni↓)

]
=

1

2Nc

∑
i,si=±1

eγsi(ni↑−ni↓) , (18)
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0 β

(x1,τ1) (x2,τ2) (x3,τ3)

Fig. 4: Configuration in the CT-AUX QMC algorithm: The CT-AUX QMC algorithm
samples different expansion orders in an interaction expansion and time-ordered configu-
rations of vertices with cluster site x, imaginary time τ , and auxiliary Ising spin s for a
given expansion order k. Here we show a representation of an order k = 3 configuration
((x1, τ1, s1), (x2, τ2, s2), (x3, τ3, s3)).

with cosh(γ) = 1 + UβNc/2K. With this, the partition function

Z =
∞∑
k=0

∑
s1...sk=±1

∫ β

0

dτ1 . . .

∫ β

τk−1

dτk

(
K

2βNc

)k
Zk({x, τ, s}k) (19)

then becomes a sum over expansion orders k and auxiliary-spin configurations s1 . . . sk of terms

Zk({x, τ, s}k) = Z0

∏
σ

detN−1σ ({x, τ, s}k) . (20)

Here, {x, τ, s}k is a configuration of k vertices with cluster site x, imaginary time τ and auxil-
iary spin s (see Fig. 4) andNσ is a k × k matrix

[N−1σ ]ij = [eγ(−1)
σsi ] δij − G0,σ(xi, τi;xj, τj) . (21)

This equation expresses the weight of a configuration {x, τ, s}k for expansion order k in terms
of the bare cluster Green’s function G0,σ(xi, τi;xj, τj), the interaction U (through γ), and the
product of determinants of two matricesNσ.
The Monte Carlo algorithm then samples the partition function by randomly creating and re-
moving auxiliary spins s at different times τ and locations x and updating theNσ matrices using
fast update formulas [13]. In the case of a single-spin update, this takes the form of a rank-1
update (vector outer product). In order to improve the efficiency of the algorithm, ks subsequent
rank-1 updates can be rewritten as a rank-ks update [15]. Measurements of the single-particle
and two-particle Green’s functions are made in a similar manner as in the Hirsch-Fye algorithm.
That is, after the auxiliary field has been introduced, one has a Wick’s theorem for decompos-
ing products of time-ordered operators. To avoid time-discretization problems and for improved
efficiency, it is beneficial to Fourier-transform to frequency and momentum space before carry-
ing out the measurements [12]. Due to the random times of the vertices, non-equidistant fast
Fourier transform algorithms are employed to further improve efficiency [16].

2.3 Comparison with finite-size calculations

Both types of calculations, finite-size and DCA, make the assumption that correlations are short-
ranged and contained within a finite-size cluster. In contrast to studies of finite-size systems,
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however, in which the exact state of a cluster with Nc sites is determined and regarded as an
approximation to the bulk thermodynamic limit, the DCA, for a given cluster size Nc, gives ap-
proximate results for the thermodynamic limit. Both methods give the exact result as Nc →∞,
but only the DCA has a non-trivial limit as Nc → 1. For Nc = 1, the single DCA patch extends
over the full Brillouin zone (see Fig. 1), the coarse-grained Green’s function in Eq. (11) becomes
the local Green’s function, and the equations of the Dynamical Mean-Field Approximation [17]
are recovered.
The difference between a finite-size and a DCA calculation becomes clear when writing the bare
cluster Green’s function G0(K, iωn) that enters the bilinear part of the effective action given in
Eq. (14) as [1]

G0(K, iωn) =
1

iωn + µ− ε̄K − Γ (K, iωn)
. (22)

Here, ε̄K = Nc/N
∑

k φK(k) εk is the coarse-grained average of the dispersion, and the hy-
bridization function

Γ (K, iωn) =
Nc
N

∑
k φK(k) δt2K(k)G(k, iωn)

1 + Nc
N

∑
k φK(k) δtK(k)G(k, iωn)

(23)

with δtK(k) = εk−ε̄K describes the coupling of the cluster degrees of freedom to the remaining
sites of the bulk lattice in an averaged, mean-field manner. This is in contrast to the finite-size
case, in which one uses the bare Green’s function of an isolated cluster, i.e. G0(K, iωn) =

[iωn + µ − εK ]−1, in the action. For the DCA, G0 in Eq. (22) has the form of a Green’s
function of a non-interacting cluster with momenta K, where each K is coupled to a dynamic
mean field given by Γ (K, iωn). As one sees from Eq. (23), Γ (K, iωn) describes the effects
of the k momenta surrounding K in an averaged fashion. As a consequence, for a given finite
cluster, the DCA gives results that are usually closer to the thermodynamic limit than a finite-
size calculation [11, 18].

Sign problem

The most significant challenge of QMC calculations of fermionic systems is the so-called
fermion sign problem [19]. In the general case of a Hubbard model at finite doping, it arises
from a negative product of determinants in the weight Zk (Eq. (20)) of a configuration that is
used to calculate the probability of accepting an update in the Monte Carlo procedure. For a
simple Hubbard model, it leads to a statistical error that grows exponentially in the number of
cluster sites Nc, the inverse temperature β, and the size of the Coulomb repulsion U . Just like
finite-size QMC calculations, this sign problem is also encountered in DCA and DCA+ calcu-
lations when a QMC algorithm such as the CT-AUX algorithm described in Sec. 2.2 is used to
solve the effective cluster problem.
DCA QMC calculations were shown to have a much less severe sign problem than finite-size
QMC calculations (see Fig. 5). Lacking a rigorous mathematical justification, this was at-
tributed to the action of the mean-field host on the cluster [11]. In any case, this significant
reduction of the severity of the sign problem in the DCA has enabled access to much lower
temperatures than those that can be reached in finite-size systems.
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2. Single-particle properties

Much can be learned about the single-particle properties
of the system, especially Fermi-liquid formation, from study-
ing the momentum distribution function n(k), the single-
particle spectra A(k,!) and the single-particle self-energy
"(k,!). For a Fermi liquid, the self-energy "(kF ,!)#(1
!1/Z)!!ib!2 where b"0, 1/Z"1, and kF is a point on
the Fermi surface. The corresponding A(kF ,!) is expected
to display a sharp Lorentzian-like peak, and !$n(k)! is also
expected to become sharply peaked at the Fermi surface. In
each case, these quantities are calculated by first interpolat-
ing the cluster self energy onto the lattice k points.

For example, the gradient of the momentum distribution
function is plotted in Fig. 16 when U#1,%#44,&#0.05 for
different values of Nc 'this temperature would correspond to
roughly room temperature for the cuprates in units where the
bare bandwidth W#2 eV). Apparently, at this temperature,
there are two Fermi surface features, one centered at (
#(0,0) and one centered at M#() ,)). The Fermi surface
centered at (#(0,0) has roughly the volume expected of
non-interacting electrons, so we will call it the electronlike
surface and the other holelike. Note that the holelike Fermi
surface becomes more prevalent, and the peak near
()/2,)/2) diminishes, as Nc increases. We therefore attribute
this behavior to short-ranged correlations.
We can further resolve the different surface features, by

investigating the single-particle spectrum A(k,!) as shown

FIG. 14. The average sign as function of the inverse temperature
% for Nc#8 at &#0.1 for U#1.0,1.5,2.0. In the inset, the average
sign is plotted versus doping & when U#W#2, t!#0, and %
#54.

FIG. 15. A comparison of the average sign for the DCA and FS
simulations30 when U/W#1/2,&#0.2,t!#0.

FIG. 16. !$n(k)! versus k when U#1, %#44, t!#0, and &
#0.05 for Nc#1, 8, and 16.
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Uniform spin χph susceptibilities vs
temperature for different cluster computed in the DCA+ at 5% doping
(U/t = 7 and t ′/t = −0.15).

B. Improved fermionic sign problem

The rapidly increasing capability of computers in conjunc-
tion with the growing sophistication and efficiency of quantum
Monte Carlo solvers has pushed the limits of simulations
to larger cluster sizes and interaction strengths, as well as
lower temperatures. As a result, the only serious barrier for
quantum Monte Carlo calculations at low temperatures and
away from certain parameter regimes (such as half-filling in the
single-band Hubbard model) that remains is the fermionic sign
problem,24 which leads to an exponentially growing statistical
error with increasing system size and interaction strength, and
decreasing temperature.

The sign problem has posed an insurmountable challenge
to quantum Monte Carlo calculations of fermionic systems,
especially for simulations of finite-size systems, and remains
a problem in the DCA approach. The DCA, however, was
shown to have a less severe sign problem than finite-size
calculations,21 which, in the absence of a rigorous mathe-
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FIG. 10. (Color online) T ∗ versus cluster size computed in the
DCA and DCA+ at 5% doping (U/t = 7 and t ′/t = −0.15).
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Temperature dependence of the average
fermionic sign for Nc = 32 at 5% doping (U/t = 7 and t ′/t =
−0.15).

matical justification, was attributed to the action of the mean
field host on the cluster. This has enabled simulations of larger
clusters at lower temperatures than those accessible with finite-
size simulations and thus has opened new possibilities for
gaining insight into low-temperature phenomena in correlated
systems.

The DCA+ approach is different from the DCA in that it
generates a more physical self-energy with smooth momentum
dependence, and the correlations described by this self-energy
are therefore shorter ranged than those in the DCA. Hence,
it is therefore not unreasonable to expect a difference in the
severity of the sign problem between DCA+ and DCA.

In Fig. 11, we compare the fermionic sign σQMC between
the DCA and the DCA+ for a 32-site cluster and U = 7t for
a doping of 5%. At low temperatures, the average sign in the
DCA+ simulation is significantly larger than that of the DCA
simulation. As indicated above, we attribute this improvement
to the smooth momentum dependence of the DCA+ self-
energy as compared to the step-function dependence of the
DCA self-energy. From Fourier analysis, one knows that the
smoothness of a function is related to the rate of decay of
its Fourier coefficients.55 More precisely, if a function f is p
times differentiable, then its Fourier components fn will decay
at least at a rate of 1/np+1:

f ∈ Cp → |fn| ! |f (p)|1
np+1

. (30)

Since the DCA+ self-energy has smooth momentum depen-
dence and not the step discontinuities of the DCA, its Fourier
transform to real space is shorter ranged than that of the DCA
and the correlations it describes are shorter ranged. We believe
that it is this removal of unphysical long-range correlations
which reduces the sign problem in the DCA+. In any case, with
this significant reduction in the severity of the sign problem, it
is possible to study the physics of fermionic systems in even
larger clusters and at lower temperatures than accessible with
the DCA.
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Nc=16, U=4t,  
t’=0,<n> = 0.8

Nc=32, U=7t,  
t’=-0.15t, <n> = 0.95

Fig. 5: DCA reduction of the sign problem: The average QMC sign compared between
finite-size calculation (FSS) and DCA for a 16-site cluster with U = 4t and 〈n〉 = 0.8. The
DCA algorithm reduces the sign problem of finite-size QMC significantly. Figure taken from
Ref. [11].

2.4 Calculation of response functions

Response functions, such as the magnetic susceptibility, provide information on the response
of a system to an external field, as well as on the nature of the dominant fluctuations and pos-
sible instabilities of the system towards spontaneous symmetry breaking. The calculations of
these functions requires extensions to the single-particle formalism described in the previous
sections. They either require an explicit calculation on the single-particle level in the presence
of a symmetry-breaking field or a calculation of two-particle Green’s functions, from which the
susceptibilities can be calculated [1]. Here we discuss the second approach and refer the reader
to Ref. [1] for the first approach.

General formalism

As an illustrative example, let us consider the “pair-field” susceptibility

Pϕ(T ) =

∫ β

0

dτ 〈∆ϕ(τ)∆†ϕ(0)〉 (24)

which gives the superconducting response of a system to an external “pair-field” that couples to
the pairing operator

∆†ϕ =
1√
N

∑
k

gϕ(k) c†k↑c
†
−k↓ . (25)

Here, gϕ(k) is a form factor that describes the momentum-dependence and symmetry of the
pair wavefunction. For a pair with internal dx2−y2-wave symmetry, for example, a state that is
relevant to the copper-oxide high-temperature superconductors as well as to the 2D Hubbard
model, one has

gdx2−y2 (k) = cos kx − cos ky (26)
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where k = (kx, ky). This arranges the electrons of the corresponding real-space pair on nearest-
neighbor sites with a dx2−y2 phase (+1 along±x and−1 along±y). For a conventional s-wave
pair, on the other hand, one simply has gs(k) = 1.
The pair-field susceptibility Pϕ(T ) may be calculated from the two-particle Green’s function

G2,σ1...σ4(x1, x2;x3, x4) = −〈Tτ cσ1(x1)cσ2(x2)c†σ3(x3)c†σ4(x4)〉 . (27)

Fourier-transforming on both the space and time variables gives G2σ1...σ4(k4, k3; k2, k1) with
k = (k, iωn). With this, one has

Pϕ(T ) =
T 2

N2

∑
k,k′

gϕ(k)G2,↑↓↓↑(k,−k,−k′, k′) gϕ(k′) (28)

The way G2 is calculated in the DCA algorithm is similar to the way G is calculated at the
single-particle level. Just as the Dyson equation (8) relates the Green’s function to the self-
energy, the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) relates G2 to the irreducible vertex function
Γα(k1, k2; k3, k4) for channel α.1 For example, for the particle-particle channel, which is rele-
vant here, one has

G2(k, q − k, q − k′, k′) = G↑(k)G↓(q − k) δk,k′ (29)

− T

N

∑
k′′

G↑(k)G↓(q − k)Γpp(k, q − k, q − k′′, k′′)G2(k
′′, q − k′′, q − k′, k′) .

Here we have used momentum, energy and spin conservation to reduce the dependence on four
variables k1 . . . k4 to three variables k, k′, and q, where q = (q, iωm) is the combined transferred
momentum and bosonic frequency ωm. A similar expression is obtained in the particle-hole
channels. Furthermore, because of the spin-rotational invariance of the Hubbard model, it is
convenient to separate the particle-particle channel into singlet and triplet parts and the particle-
hole channel into a magnetic part, which carries spin S = 1, and a charge density part, which
has S = 0.

Approximation of the irreducible vertex

Just like the DCA self-energy Σ(k) is approximated by the cluster self-energy Σc(K), the
DCA irreducible vertex function is approximated by a piecewise constant continuation of the
corresponding cluster irreducible vertex function [11]

Γα(k, k′) =
∑
K,K′

φK(k)Γc,α(K,K ′)φK′(k
′) . (30)

Here, for simplicity, we have used an abbreviated notation and included the transferred momen-
tum q in the “channel” α, so that, for example, Γpp,q(k, k′) ≡ Γpp(k, q − k, q − k′, k′) in the

1Depending on how particles and holes are involved in the scattering, one can define particle-particle and
particle-hole channels
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particle-particle channel. Like the self-energy, the cluster-irreducible vertex Γc,α(k, k′) is deter-
mined from the solution of the cluster problem, that is by calculating the cluster two-particle
correlation function G2,c,α(k, k′) and extracting Γα,c(k, k′) from the BSE on the cluster [11].
For example, in the particle-particle channel for Q = 0

G2,c(K,K
′) = Gc,↑(K)Gc,↓(−K)δK,K′−

T

N

∑
K′′

Gc,↑(K)Gc,↓(−K)Γc,pp(K,K
′′)G2,c(K

′′, K ′)

(31)

Writing this in matrix notation in K,K ′, one then has

Γc,pp = −N
T

[
[G0

2,c]
−1 − [G2,c]

−1
]
, (32)

where G0
2,c(K,K

′) = Gc,↑(K)Gc,↓(−K) δK,K′ . The approximation in Eq. (30) is then used
in the lattice BSE in Eq. (29) to calculate the two-particle Green’s function on the lattice and
from it the response function. Since Γc,α(K,K ′) depends on the cluster momenta K only, the
problem may be further simplified by coarse-graining over momenta k within a patch around
K for cases where the form factor gϕ = 1. For cases with a momentum- dependent form-factor
gϕ(k), a slightly modified version of this procedure is necessary [11].

Bethe-Salpeter eigenvalues and eigenfunctions

An alternative approach to determining the nature of the low-energy fluctuations is based on
calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the BSE kernel [20–22]. For example, in the
particle-particle channel with q = 0, one solves the eigenvalue equation

− T

N

∑
k′

Γpp(k, k
′)G↑(k

′)G↓(−k′) gα(k′) = λα gα(k) , (33)

with similar equations for the particle-hole channels. Note that it is possible to reconstruct the
two-particle Green’s function from these eigenvalues and eigenvectors

G2,pp(k, k
′) =

∑
α

G↑(k)G↓(−k)
gα(k) g∗α(k′)

1− λα
. (34)

From this it becomes clear that an instability occurs when the leading eigenvalue λα becomes
1, and the momentum and frequency structure of the interaction is then reflected in the structure
of the corresponding eigenvector gα(k). This approach is in many ways more powerful than
calculating the response function directly, because here one does not have to assume a given
form factor gα(k) and therefore cannot “miss” the structure of the dominant correlations.
Using the DCA (30) for the lattice vertex Γpp(k, k

′) and assuming that the eigenvectors (as
irreducible quantities) only depend on the cluster momentaK, one can then sum (coarse-grain)
over the Green’s function legs to obtain an equation that only depends on coarse-grained and
cluster quantities [21, 22]

− T

Nc

∑
K′

Γc,pp(K,K
′)χ0,pp(K

′) gα(K ′) = λα gα(K) , (35)
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Fig. 6: Example of the solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equation in the various two-particle
channels for a Hubbard model with U = 4t and 〈n〉 = 0.85: Left panel: The leading
eigenvalue in the Q = (π, π), ωm = 0 particle-hole magnetic channel dominates but saturates
at low temperatures. The leading eigenvalue in the singlet Q = 0, ωm = 0 particle-particle
channel is found to have dx2−y2 symmetry and increases towards 1 at low temperatures. The
largest eigenvalue in the charge density particle-hole channel remains small. Right panel: The
momentum dependence of the leading eigenvector φd(K, πT ) in the singlet particle-particle
channel shows its dx2−y2 dependence. Its frequency dependence reflects the frequency depen-
dence of the pairing interaction Γpp. Figures taken from Ref. [21].

with χ0,pp(K) = Nc/N
∑

k φK(k)G↑(k)G↓(−k). While this reduces the complexity signifi-
cantly, it also lowers the momentum resolution to the discrete set of cluster momenta K. An
example of the resulting leading eigenvalues and eigenvectors in the singlet particle-particle and
also particle-hole magnetic and charge channels is shown in Fig. 6. These results illustrate how
the calculation and analysis of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the BSE kernel provides a
useful, unbiased method for determining the nature of the leading correlations of interacting
many-body systems.

3 The DCA+ method

The DCA+ algorithm was developed as an extension of the DCA in order to introduce a lattice
self-energy with continuous momentum k dependence and thus reduce its cluster-shape and
size dependence [5]. Formally, this is achieved by expanding the lattice self-energy Σ(k) into
an arbitrarily large set of basis functions, instead of the patch functions that are used in the
expansion of the DCA self-energy in Eq. (12). This means that in contrast to the DCA, where
the lattice self-energy Σ(k) is given by the cluster self-energy Σc(K), in the DCA+ they are
generally different.

3.1 General formalism

Using the identity
Nc

N

∑
k

φK(k)φK′(k) = δKK′ , (36)
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Fig. 7: DCA+ self-consistency loop: Parts colored in black are shared with the DCA algo-
rithm, parts colored in red are additional steps. (1) To initialize the algorithm, one starts with a
cluster self-energyΣc(K, iωn). This is usually taken from a previous calculation, for example at
a higher temperature, or set to zero. From Σc(K, iωn), the lattice self-energy Σ(k, iωn) is con-
structed using an interpolation of Σc(K) followed by a deconvolution. Here, the interpolated
cluster self-energy is also symmetrized according to the point-group symmetries of the lattice.
(2)Σ(k, iωn) is then used in the coarse-graining of the Green’s function to give Ḡ(K, iωn). (3)
From Ḡ(K, iωn), one then calculates the corresponding bare Green’s function of the cluster,
G0(K, iωn), by removing the cluster self-energy Σc(K, iωn). This cluster/coarse-grained self-
energy is obtained by coarse-graining the lattice self-energyΣ(k, iωn). It is equal to the cluster
self-energy that was used in the interpolation/deconvolution step unless it did not converge. (4)
The bare cluster Green’s function G0(K, iωn) is used together with the interaction U to set up
the effective cluster model, which is solved with a cluster solver such as the QMC algorithm
discussed in Sec. 2.2. This provides a new result for the cluster self-energy Σc(K, iωn), which
is used in the next iteration in step (1).

for the patch functions defined in Eq. (9), one reverses the relation in Eq. (12) to a coarse-
graining relation for the self-energy

Σc(K) =
Nc

N

∑
k

φK(k)Σ(k) . (37)

This relation forms the basic equation of the DCA+ algorithm. It is fundamentally different
from the DCA equation (12) in that it allows the lattice self-energy Σ(k) to have continuous
momentum dependence. Eq. (37) is trivially satisfied by the DCA approximation to Σ(k) in
Eq. (12). In general, however, Eq. (37) allows for a more physical approximation in which
the lattice self-energy Σ(k) can retain a smooth and continuous k dependence without the step
discontinuities of the standard DCA. The inversion of Eq. (37) and extraction of a lattice self-
energy Σ(k) is a challenging task, which in Ref. [5] is solved by an initial interpolation of the
cluster self-energy Σc(K) and a subsequent deconvolution of a generalization of Eq. (37). This
approach is described in Sec. 3.2. Assuming that this equation can be inverted to find the lattice
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Fig. 8: DCA+ self-energy: DCA+ results for the imaginary part of the lattice self-energy
Σ(k, πT ) for a Hubbard model with the same parameters as those that were used in the plot of
the DCA self-energy in Fig. 3, i.e., U = 7 t, t′ = −0.15 t, 〈n〉 = 0.95 and T = 0.33 t. Com-
pared with the DCA self-energy in Fig. 3, the DCA+ approximation gives a smooth momentum
dependence with much weaker cluster shape and size dependence. Figure taken from Ref. [5].

self-energyΣ(k), one then proceeds by calculating the coarse-grained Green’s function

Ḡ(K, iωn) =
Nc

N

∑
k

φK(k)
1

G−10 (k)−Σ(k, iωn)
. (38)

just as in the standard DCA algorithm. Note, however, that in contrast to the DCA, here the full
lattice self-energy with continuous momentum k dependence enters in the coarse-graining of
the Green’s function. The remainder of the algorithm remains identical to the DCA algorithm,
including in particular the structure of the effective cluster problem. A detailed description of
the self-consistent loop of the DCA+ is given in Fig. 7.
Results for the lattice self-energy Σ(k) obtained in the DCA+ algorithm are shown in Fig. 8 for
a Hubbard model with t′ = −0.15 t and U = 7 t at a filling 〈n〉 = 0.95. Here, the imaginary
part of the lattice self-energy Σ(k, πT ) at the first Matsubara frequency is shown for various
cluster sizes. Compared to the corresponding DCA results in Fig. 3, the DCA+ algorithm by
construction gives a smooth and therefore much more physical momentum dependence. One
clearly sees that it gives a much more systematic convergence by reducing the cluster shape
and size dependence of the DCA. This is especially clear for the 16A and 16B clusters. While
the DCA self-energies in Fig. 3 differ significantly between these two clusters, the DCA+ re-
sults are almost identical with the exception of a small region around (π, π). One should also
stress that in the DCA+, the full lattice point-group symmetries are restored in the interpola-
tion/deconvolution step for clusters that are not fully symmetric, while this is not the case in the
DCA. This can be seen, for example, in the case of the 16B cluster.
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3.2 Determination of lattice quantities from cluster quantities

The non-trivial task in the DCA+ algorithm is the generation of a lattice self-energy Σ(k) with
continuous momentum k dependence that satisfies the coarse-graining relation in Eq. (37) [5].
This inversion problem is obviously underdetermined since there are more k points than cluster
K points. One can imagine interpolating the cluster self-energy Σc(K) onto the fine k grid
to give Σc(k). This is discussed in more detail below. Then, it is convenient to generalize the
coarse-graining relation in Eq. (37) to a convolution

Σc(k) =
Nc

N

∑
k′

φ0(k
′ − k)Σ(k′) . (39)

Here, we have used the fact that one can write φK(k′) = φK=0(k
′ −K) and then generalized

the cluster momentum K to k to give φ0(k
′ − k). Eq. (39) now has the form of a convolution,

which needs to be inverted. One could, for example, imagine expanding the lattice self-energy
in terms of cubic Hermite splines for fixed frequency iωn [5]

Σ(k) =
∑
i

Biωn(k − ki)σ(ki), (40)

where σ(ki) are the expansion coefficients. Using this expansion, Eq. (39) then becomes

Σc(ki) =
∑
j

Pij σ(kj) (41)

with the projection matrix

Pij =
Nc

N

∑
k

φ0(k − ki)Biωn(k − kj) (42)

and the problem of deconvoluting Eq. (39) has now become a problem of inverting the pro-
jection matrix P . The properties of this matrix were discussed in detail in Ref. [5]. There it
was shown that P is a near-singular matrix with eigenvalues that become smaller the more the
corresponding eigenvector is delocalized. An inversion of P is therefore only possible if eigen-
values smaller than some cut-off ε and their corresponding eigenvectors are neglected. If the
cluster self-energy is long-ranged and extends beyond the boundary of the real-space cluster,
it cannot be represented by the retained smaller-range eigenvectors and eigenvalues of P and
the DCA+ calculation does not converge. In this case the cluster size has to be increased. The
analysis of the projection matrix and the convergence of a DCA+ calculation thus provides a
useful measure of whether the cluster is large enough to capture the correlations.

3.2.1 Determination of lattice self-energy

In practice, the inversion of the projection operator P is numerically unstable, and it is therefore
favorable to extract the lattice self-energy Σ(k) by deconvoluting the interpolated cluster self-
energyΣc(k). To this end, a Bayesian based Richardson-Lucy algorithm is used after the cluster
self-energy has been interpolated [5].
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Interpolation of cluster self-energy

Instead of interpolating Σc(K) directly, it was shown in Ref. [5] that a better result is obtained
when Σc(K) is first transformed to T (Σc(K)) with T (z) = (z − i)−1. This form is similar
to the cumulant used in Ref. [23] for the interpolation of cellular dynamical mean-field results.
One then applies a Wannier-interpolation [24] to obtain the interpolated cluster self-energy

Σc(k) = T −1
[∑

R

e−ikR
(∑

K

e−ikR T (Σc(K)
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
(T Σ)R

]
. (43)

One should always verify that (T Σ)R does not extend beyond the cluster boundary. When
this is the case, this procedure does not introduce any artificial features in the interpolated self-
energy, which is often the case with splines, where overshoots are not uncommon. Once the
cluster self-energy is interpolated, lattice point-group symmetries are imposed on the interpo-
lated self-energy Σ(k). This is especially important for clusters that do not have the full lattice
symmetry, such as the 16B cluster in Fig. 1. The interpolated cluster self-energy Σc(k) from
Eq. (43) is then used in the convolution in Eq. (39) to determine the lattice self-energy Σ(k).

Deconvolution of lattice self-energy

Since the patch function φ0(k) in Eq. (39) acts as a box-car filter on Σ(k), one can apply the
Richardson-Lucy algorithm [25, 26] to solve this deconvolution problem. This algorithm is
based on Bayesian inference, which finds the most likely solution Σ(k) by using an iteration
procedure [5]

Σi+1(k)← Σi(k)

∫
dk′

φ0(k − k′)Σc(k
′)∫

dk′′ φ0(k′ − k′′)Σi(k′′)
. (44)

This procedure is carried out separately for the real and imaginary parts of the self-energy. As
discussed in Ref. [5], this algorithm converges well when correlations are short-ranged and con-
tained within the cluster. When the range of the correlations exceeds the cluster, one generally
finds that this algorithm converges slowly and gives an estimate for the lattice self-energy Σ(k)

that, after coarse-graining, deviates considerably from the cluster self-energy Σc(K) and thus
does not satisfy the DCA+ constraint in Eq. (37). Fig. 9 shows the result of this procedure for a
calculation of a 32-site cluster, for which the cluster self-energy does not exceed the cluster size
and thus the Richardson-Lucy procedure converges quickly and well. In this case, one sees that
the coarse-grained lattice self-energy Σ̄(K) = Nc/N

∑
k φK(k)Σ(k) agrees very well with

the cluster self-energy Σc(K).

3.2.2 Deconvolution of the irreducible vertex function

In order to extend the DCA+ algorithm to the two-particle level, it is necessary to determine
an irreducible vertex function Γα(k, k′) with continuous momentum dependence. Just as for
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Comparison between the lattice self-
energy !(k⃗,π T ), the cluster self-energy !K⃗ (πT ), and the coarse-
grained lattice self-energy at the cluster momenta !̄K⃗ (πT ) ≡
!̄(K⃗,πT ) for a 32-site cluster at 5% doping and T = 0.2.

Any solution of Eq. (28) is thus also a solution of Eq. (20).
We should stress that with the exception of the continuity of the
self-energy, this generalization does not introduce any new in-
formation as long as the Wannier interpolation converges! With
Eq. (28), we have now rephrased the lattice mapping into a
deconvolution problem. These types of problems are regularly
encountered in the field of signal theory and image processing
and various algorithms have been successfully developed to
address the ill-conditioned deconvolution problem.44

In this work, we are using a deconvolution algorithm that
is based on Bayesian inference, which we discuss in detail in
Appendix C. In Fig. 6, we show the lattice self-energy for a
32-site cluster by means of this method. We can clearly observe
that the cluster and coarse-grained lattice self-energy coincide
very well.

IV. APPLICATION

A. Convergence of the self-energy and the pseudogap

One of the most distinctive features of the hole-doped
cuprates is the emergence of a pseudogap,45 i.e., a partial
suppression of the density of states at the Fermi energy at the
antinodal points (π,0) and (0,π) in the Brillouin zone. This
state appears below a temperature T ∗, which rises with de-
creasing hole doping as the Mott-insulating half-filled state is
approached. The detailed relation between the pseudogap and
superconductivity remains controversial. Since superconduc-
tivity arises from the pseudogap state, it is generally believed
that understanding this unusual phenomenon is an important
prerequisite to understanding the pairing mechanism. Recent
debate has been centered around the question of whether the
pseudogap is a signature of superconducting fluctuations above
Tc (Refs. 46 and 47) or whether it is a competing phase.48,49

Cluster dynamical mean field studies of the single-band
Hubbard model have found a similar pseudogap opening
up at the antinodal points at low temperatures in the low-
doping regime.19,28,50–53 In these calculations, the pseudogap

originates from a strong momentum-space variation of the
single-particle self-energy, which, as shown in recent DCA
calculations by Gull et al.,28 gives rise to a momentum-sector-
selective metal-insulator transition. The DCA+ improves upon
the DCA algorithm in that it gives a self-energy with smooth
and therefore more physical momentum dependence, and can
therefore provide new insight into this problem. In addition,
since previous studies were limited to relatively small clusters
up to 16 sites, it is important to explore whether the self-energy
and pseudogap physics is converged on such clusters.

In Fig. 7, we plot the imaginary part of the lattice
self-energy at the smallest Matsubara frequency ω0 = πT
for various clusters, computed with the DCA (left panel)
and the DCA+ (right panel). One immediately observes the
much more physical smooth momentum dependence of the
DCA+ results versus the step-function-like nature of the DCA
results for the self-energy. At closer inspection, one notices a
much more systematic convergence of the DCA+ results with
different cluster size and geometry. While the DCA results
for Im!(K⃗) show smaller spread at a given K⃗ point [e.g.,
at K⃗ = (π,0)], their cluster dependence is nonmonotonic. In
DCA+, in contrast, |Im!(K⃗)| monotonically increases with
cluster size, a sensible result as longer-ranged correlations are
systematically taken into account.

Another striking feature of the DCA results is the asym-
metry for clusters that do not have the full lattice symmetry
such as the 16B-, 20-, and 24-site clusters. For example, in
the 16B cluster, the asymmetry around (π/2,π/2) as one
moves along the line from (π,0) to (0,π) is apparent and the
results in these regions are significantly different from those
for the symmetric 16A cluster. This asymmetry results from
the asymmetric arrangement of the two cluster K points closest
to (π/2,π/2) with respect to (π/2,π/2) (see right-hand side of
Fig. 1). This asymmetry is completely removed in the DCA+.

In addition, with the exception of a small region around
(π,π ), the DCA+ results for the asymmetric 16B cluster are
almost identical to the results of the fully symmetric 16A
cluster. The DCA+ algorithm restores the full lattice symmetry
in the results obtained from clusters that do not have the full
symmetry and thus makes studies on these clusters much more
useful. This, combined with the improved convergence as a
function of cluster size allows for much more systematic and
precise extrapolations to the exact infinite cluster size.

To further illustrate this point, we now turn to a study
of the temperature T ∗ below which the pseudogap starts to
form. Here, we define T ∗ as the maximum in the temperature
dependence of the bulk (q = 0) magnetic (particle-hole, spin
S = 1) susceptibility χph(q = 0,T ). The downturn in this
quantity below T ∗ with decreasing temperature signals the
suppression of low-energy spin excitations, which is also
observed in experiments to accompany the opening of the
pseudogap in the single-particle spectral weight. In the DCA
and DCA+ algorithms, χph is computed from the single- and
two-particle Green’s function GII

ph obtained from the cluster
solver. Using the notation K = (K⃗,ϖ ), the bare two-particle
Green’s function GII

0,ph is constructed from a pair of interacting
cluster Green’s functions (for q⃗ = 0)

GII
0,ph(K) = G(K) G(K),

115101-9

Fig. 9: Richardson-Lucy deconvolution of the lattice self-energy: DCA+ calculation for
a 32-site cluster with t′ = −0.15 t and U = 7 t at a filling of 〈n〉 = 0.95 and T = 0.33 t.
Shown are real (black) and imaginary (red) parts of the continuous lattice self-energy Σ(k), its
coarse-grained result Σ̄(K) = Nc/N

∑
k φK(k)Σ(k), and the cluster self-energy Σc(K) for

the lowest Matsubara frequency ω0 = πT for a high-symmetry path in the Brillouin zone. The
coarse-grained lattice self-energy Σ̄(K) agrees very well with the cluster self-energy Σc(K).

the self-energy, one again uses the identity in Eq. (36), in this case twice, to reverse the DCA
relation (30) to get

Γc,α(K,K ′) =
N2
c

N2

∑
k,k′

φK(k)Γα(k, k′)φK′(k
′) . (45)

In analogy to Eq. (37) for the self-energy, the DCA+ lattice irreducible vertex function is thus
related to the cluster irreducible vertex Γc,α through a coarse-graining relation. In the stan-
dard DCA algorithm, where Γα(k, k′) is a piecewise-constant continuation (30) of the cluster
Γc,α(K,K ′), this requirement is trivially satisfied. In the DCA+ algorithm, however, one wants
to find a Γα(k, k′) with continuous momentum dependence and without step discontinuities
that satisfies Eq. (45). Assuming that this equation can be inverted to find the lattice Γα(k, k′),
one can then solve the lattice BSE Eq. (29) to calculate the two-particle Green’s function G2,
or equivalently, solve the eigenvalue problem (33). Since the full lattice k dependence is re-
tained in the DCA+ formalism, the resulting eigenvectors gα(k) will have smooth momentum
dependence.

Evidently, the difficult task is the solution or inversion of the integral equation (45) to obtain
the lattice Γα(k, k′). Here, one carries out a similar procedure as for the self-energy by starting
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with an interpolation. For this, one uses a singular value decomposition

Γc,α(K,K ′) =
∑
i

σi Ui(K)Vi(K
′) (46)

to write the cluster vertex in a separable representation. Here, σi are the singular values, the
columns of U contain the left singular vectors and V contains the right singular vectors. Then,
one proceeds by interpolating Ui(K, iωn) and Vi(K, iωn) onto a fine k grid for each iωn to give
an interpolated cluster vertex

Γc,α(k, k′) =
∑
i

σi Ui(k)Vi(k
′) , (47)

where Ui(k) and Vi(k′) with k = (k, iωn) are cubic spline interpolations in momentum space
of Ui(K) and Vi(K ′), respectively. In the following we drop the frequency arguments for sim-
plicity. Just as for the self-energy, the coarse-graining in Eq. (45) is then generalized to a
convolution

Γc,α(k1, k2) =
N2
c

N2

∑
k,k′

φ0(k − k1)Γα(k, k′)φ0(k
′ − k2) , (48)

where again the generalized patch function φ0(k −K) = φK(k). Then, the lattice vertex is
expanded into a set of basis functions {B}.2 If cubic Hermite splines [27] are used as basis-
functions, the continuous lattice vertex is expanded as

Γα(k, k′) =
∑
i,j

Biωn(k − ki) γα(ki, kj)Biωn′(k′ − kj) . (49)

Here, the vectors ki span a fine k grid that covers the first Brillouin zone. Using the expansion
in Eq. (49), one can rewrite Eq. (48) as a matrix-equation,

Γc,α(k, k′) =
∑
i,j

Φiωn(k1,ki) γ
α(ki, kj)Φiωn′(k2,kj) (50)

Φiωn(ki,kj) =
Nc

N

∑
k

φ0(k − ki)Biωn(k − kj)

Then, using a singular value decomposition of the matrix Φ,

Φiωn(ki,kj) =
∑
i

σΦi u
Φ
i (ki) v

Φ
i (kj) , (51)

(note that all quantities on the right hand side carry an implicit iωn-dependence) one can for-
mally invert Eq. (50) and obtain an explicit form for the lattice-vertex Γ (k, k′)

Γα(k, k′) =
∑
i

σi ũi(k) ṽi(k
′) (52)

ũi(k) =
∑
j

vΦj (k)
〈uΦj (k), Ui(k)〉

σΦj
,

ṽi(k) =
∑
j

〈Vi(k), vΦj (k)〉
σΦj

uΦj (k) .

2The set of basis-functions {B} can be freely chosen, since the DCA+ is not dependent on the choice of the
basis-functions. Usually, one uses cubic Hermite splines [27].
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2. Single-particle properties

Much can be learned about the single-particle properties
of the system, especially Fermi-liquid formation, from study-
ing the momentum distribution function n(k), the single-
particle spectra A(k,!) and the single-particle self-energy
"(k,!). For a Fermi liquid, the self-energy "(kF ,!)#(1
!1/Z)!!ib!2 where b"0, 1/Z"1, and kF is a point on
the Fermi surface. The corresponding A(kF ,!) is expected
to display a sharp Lorentzian-like peak, and !$n(k)! is also
expected to become sharply peaked at the Fermi surface. In
each case, these quantities are calculated by first interpolat-
ing the cluster self energy onto the lattice k points.

For example, the gradient of the momentum distribution
function is plotted in Fig. 16 when U#1,%#44,&#0.05 for
different values of Nc 'this temperature would correspond to
roughly room temperature for the cuprates in units where the
bare bandwidth W#2 eV). Apparently, at this temperature,
there are two Fermi surface features, one centered at (
#(0,0) and one centered at M#() ,)). The Fermi surface
centered at (#(0,0) has roughly the volume expected of
non-interacting electrons, so we will call it the electronlike
surface and the other holelike. Note that the holelike Fermi
surface becomes more prevalent, and the peak near
()/2,)/2) diminishes, as Nc increases. We therefore attribute
this behavior to short-ranged correlations.
We can further resolve the different surface features, by

investigating the single-particle spectrum A(k,!) as shown

FIG. 14. The average sign as function of the inverse temperature
% for Nc#8 at &#0.1 for U#1.0,1.5,2.0. In the inset, the average
sign is plotted versus doping & when U#W#2, t!#0, and %
#54.

FIG. 15. A comparison of the average sign for the DCA and FS
simulations30 when U/W#1/2,&#0.2,t!#0.

FIG. 16. !$n(k)! versus k when U#1, %#44, t!#0, and &
#0.05 for Nc#1, 8, and 16.
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Uniform spin χph susceptibilities vs
temperature for different cluster computed in the DCA+ at 5% doping
(U/t = 7 and t ′/t = −0.15).

B. Improved fermionic sign problem

The rapidly increasing capability of computers in conjunc-
tion with the growing sophistication and efficiency of quantum
Monte Carlo solvers has pushed the limits of simulations
to larger cluster sizes and interaction strengths, as well as
lower temperatures. As a result, the only serious barrier for
quantum Monte Carlo calculations at low temperatures and
away from certain parameter regimes (such as half-filling in the
single-band Hubbard model) that remains is the fermionic sign
problem,24 which leads to an exponentially growing statistical
error with increasing system size and interaction strength, and
decreasing temperature.

The sign problem has posed an insurmountable challenge
to quantum Monte Carlo calculations of fermionic systems,
especially for simulations of finite-size systems, and remains
a problem in the DCA approach. The DCA, however, was
shown to have a less severe sign problem than finite-size
calculations,21 which, in the absence of a rigorous mathe-
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FIG. 10. (Color online) T ∗ versus cluster size computed in the
DCA and DCA+ at 5% doping (U/t = 7 and t ′/t = −0.15).
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Temperature dependence of the average
fermionic sign for Nc = 32 at 5% doping (U/t = 7 and t ′/t =
−0.15).

matical justification, was attributed to the action of the mean
field host on the cluster. This has enabled simulations of larger
clusters at lower temperatures than those accessible with finite-
size simulations and thus has opened new possibilities for
gaining insight into low-temperature phenomena in correlated
systems.

The DCA+ approach is different from the DCA in that it
generates a more physical self-energy with smooth momentum
dependence, and the correlations described by this self-energy
are therefore shorter ranged than those in the DCA. Hence,
it is therefore not unreasonable to expect a difference in the
severity of the sign problem between DCA+ and DCA.

In Fig. 11, we compare the fermionic sign σQMC between
the DCA and the DCA+ for a 32-site cluster and U = 7t for
a doping of 5%. At low temperatures, the average sign in the
DCA+ simulation is significantly larger than that of the DCA
simulation. As indicated above, we attribute this improvement
to the smooth momentum dependence of the DCA+ self-
energy as compared to the step-function dependence of the
DCA self-energy. From Fourier analysis, one knows that the
smoothness of a function is related to the rate of decay of
its Fourier coefficients.55 More precisely, if a function f is p
times differentiable, then its Fourier components fn will decay
at least at a rate of 1/np+1:

f ∈ Cp → |fn| ! |f (p)|1
np+1

. (30)

Since the DCA+ self-energy has smooth momentum depen-
dence and not the step discontinuities of the DCA, its Fourier
transform to real space is shorter ranged than that of the DCA
and the correlations it describes are shorter ranged. We believe
that it is this removal of unphysical long-range correlations
which reduces the sign problem in the DCA+. In any case, with
this significant reduction in the severity of the sign problem, it
is possible to study the physics of fermionic systems in even
larger clusters and at lower temperatures than accessible with
the DCA.

115101-11

Nc=16, U=4t,  
t’=0,<n> = 0.8

Nc=32, U=7t,  
t’=-0.15t, <n> = 0.95

Fig. 10: DCA+ reduction of the sign problem: The average QMC sign compared between
DCA and DCA+ for a 32-site cluster with U = 7 t, t′ = −0.15 t and 〈n〉 = 0.95. The DCA+

algorithm reduces the sign problem of the DCA further. Figure reproduced from Ref. [5].

Here, 〈a, b〉 represents the usual dot-product between vectors a and b. One generally finds that
the singular values of the Φ-matrix decay rapidly. Note that this set of equations has a stable
solution only if the expansion coefficients 〈uΦj (k), Ui(k)〉 and 〈Vi(k), vΦj (k)〉 decay faster than
the singular values. For numerical reasons, one generally imposes an upper bound to the inverse
of the singular values σΦi . Due to the statistical noise of the Monte Carlo solution, the expansion
coefficients may become small, but usually not zero. To stabilize the inversion, it is helpful to
convert 1/σΦi to the value min{1/ε, 1/σΦi }, where ε is a small but finite number. In this way, all
components are taken into account [5].

3.3 Reduction of the QMC sign problem

As discussed in Sec. 2.3, DCA QMC calculations have a much less severe sign problem than
finite-size QMC calculations. Fig. 10 compares the QMC sign between DCA+ and DCA calcu-
lations. One sees that the DCA+ further reduces the sign problem (at a given low temperature
it has a larger average sign). Intuitively, this can be understood in the following way: Em-
pirically, it is known that the sign problem gets worse when the strength of the correlations
increases. The step discontinuities in the k-dependence of the DCA self-energy lead to arti-
ficial long-range correlations in real space. The smooth momentum dependence of the DCA+

lattice self-energy removes these artificial long-range correlations, and this is believed to reduce
the sign problem. In any case, with the larger average sign in the DCA+ it is possible to study
the physics of fermionic systems in larger clusters, at lower temperatures or larger interaction
strength.
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4 Applications to the 2D Hubbard model

DCA simulations of the single-band Hubbard model [1,28,29] have found behavior that is rem-
iniscent of what is observed in the cuprate high-temperature superconductors. In the paramag-
netic state, the low-energy spin excitations become suppressed below the crossover temperature
T ∗, and a pseudogap opens in the density of states at the chemical potential. At lower tem-
peratures, one finds a finite-temperature transition to antiferromagnetic long-range order at low
doping, while at larger doping, an instability to a dx2−y2-wave superconducting state is found.

4.1 Antiferromagnetism

The finite-temperature antiferromagnetic instability found in DCA calculations of the Hubbard
model is an apparent contradiction to the Mermin-Wagner theorem [30], which demands that
such a transition is suppressed to zero temperature. In the DCA, it results from the fact that long-
range (small q) fluctuations beyond the cluster size, which suppress ordering, are neglected
and replaced by a mean-field. With increasing cluster size, however, the DCA progressively
includes longer-ranged fluctuations while retaining some mean-field character. Larger clusters
are thus expected to systematically drive the Néel temperature to zero and hence recover the
Mermin-Wagner theorem in the infinite-cluster-size limit. TN is the temperature at which the
spin susceptibility

χs(q) =

∫ β

0

dτ 〈Tτ Sz(q, τ)Sz(−q, 0)〉 , (53)

diverges for q = (π, π). Here Sz(q) = 1/N
∑

k(c†k+q↑ck↑ − c†k+q↓ck↓) is the z-component of
the spin operator. χs(q) is calculated from the two-particle Green’s function in the particle-hole
magnetic channel, in a similar fashion as the pair-field susceptibility described in Sec. 2.4. The
basic approximation is that the irreducible vertex function in the Bethe-Salpeter equation for
this two-particle Green’s function is replaced by the irreducible vertex function calculated in
the effective cluster problem.

Fig. 11 shows DCA results for the Néel temperature TN of a half-filled Hubbard model with
U = 8 t reproduced from Ref. [31]. TN decreases slowly with increasing cluster size Nc. This
decrease can be understood from a scaling argument in which one assumes that an antiferro-
magnetic transition occurs when the correlation length ξ reaches the linear cluster size, i.e.,
ξ(TN) =

√
Nc in 2D. Since correlations develop exponentially with decreasing temperature in

2D, i.e. ξ(T ) ∼ eC/T , one obtains a logarithmic decrease of TN(Nc) with Nc as seen in the data
for Nc > 4. This decrease is consistent with TN → 0 in the infinite-size cluster limit as required
by the Mermin-Wagner theorem. The clusters with Nc = 2 and 4 are special because their
coordination number is reduced from four. In these clusters, local singlet states form below a
temperature of J = 4t2/U and suppress antiferromagnetism.
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Fig. 11: DCA calculation of the Néel temperature TN versus cluster size in a half-filled
Hubbard model with U = 8t: TN → 0 for Nc → ∞ as required by the Mermin-Wagner
theorem. The solid line represents a fit to the function A/[B + ln(Nc)/2] obtained from the
scaling ansatz ξ(TN) =

√
Nc. For Nc = 2 and 4 local singlets form in the cluster that suppress

the AF state. Figure reproduced from Ref. [31].

4.2 Pseudogap

Measurements of magnetic susceptibility and Knight shifts have found the opening of a pseudo-
gap, a partial suppression of low energy spin fluctuations, in the underdoped cuprates [32].
ARPES experiments have found that this gap is anisotropic, opening in the anti-nodal (π, 0) and
(0, π) regions of the Fermi surface. This state appears below a temperature T ∗, which rises with
decreasing hole doping as the Mott-insulating half-filled state is approached. DCA calculations
of the 2D Hubbard model have found a similar pseudogap in the bulk spin susceptibility χs(q =

0) [11, 33] and in calculations of the single-particle spectral weight [28, 34].
To illustrate these results, and to further compare the convergence properties between DCA
and DCA+, we show in Fig. 12 DCA (left panel) and DCA+ results3 (right panel) for the
temperature dependence of the q = 0 spin susceptibility χs. The DCA and DCA+ results
display similar behavior for χs(q = 0, T ) with a peak at T ∗(Nc) and a decrease below T ∗,
reflecting the opening of the pseudogap. For the DCA, however, one observes a strong cluster
size dependence and poor convergence even for the largest clusters that can still be simulated
before the QMC sign problem makes calculations impossible. In the DCA+ results, one sees
that convergence is reached much sooner. And in addition, because of the reduced sign problem,
larger clusters can be reached, for which one sees that T ∗ is converged.

3For the DCA, χs(q = 0, T ) was determined in the same way as the q = (π, π) susceptibility in the previous
section, using the same algorithm as that described for the pair-field susceptibility in Sec. 2.4, just for the magnetic
spin S = 1 particle-hole channel instead of the particle-particle channel. For the DCA+ results, the full DCA+

lattice self-energy Σ(k) was used in the Green’s functions entering this formalism, but the deconvolution of the
irreducible vertex function described in Sec. 3.2 was not performed. Instead this quantity was set equal to the
cluster irreducible vertex function, just as in the DCA. This approximation is justified because of the weak internal
k dependence of the correlations in the antiferromagnetic particle-hole channel.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) The imaginary part of the lattice self-energy for different clusters at a temperature of T = 0.33 with a hole doping of
5% (U/t = 7 and t ′/t = −0.15). Two key observations can be made. The DCA+ produces for all clusters a lattice self-energy which follows
the lattice symmetry. This is not true in the case of the DCA, which is illustrated in the region of (π,0) to (0,π ) for the clusters 16B, 20,
and 24. One can also observe that the DCA+ converges monotonically. The self-energy increases systematically with increasing cluster size
as longer-range correlations are taken into account. This systematic growth of the self-energy is harder to detect in the DCA. Therefore, we
expect that the DCA+ will lead to a more systematic convergence of other physical quantities, such as the pseudogap transition temperature.

while the fully renormalized two-particle Green’s function
GII

ph is computed as

GII
ph(K,K ′)

=
!

4"

l=1

# β

0
dτl

$

ei ϖ1 (τ1−τ2)ei ϖ2 (τ3−τ4)

×
%

σ,σ ′=±
⟨c†

σ (K⃗,τ1)cσ (K⃗,τ2)c†
σ ′(K⃗ ′,τ3) cσ ′(K⃗ ′,τ4)⟩.

The irreducible cluster vertex function &ph(Q⃗ = 0,K⃗,K⃗ ′) is
then obtained by inverting the Bethe-Salpeter equation on the
cluster

&ph =
&
GII

0,ph

'−1 −
&
GII

ph

'−1
, (29)

where we used a matrix notation in in the cluster momenta K⃗
and K⃗ ′. The uniform lattice spin susceptibility χph(q = 0) is
then calculated from

χph =
%

K1,K2

χ0 [1 − & χ0]−1.

Here, χ0 is the coarse-grained bare susceptibility of the lattice

χ0(K) =
#

dk⃗ φK (k⃗) G(k⃗)G(k⃗).

This procedure to compute the uniform lattice spin sus-
ceptibility χph(q⃗ = 0) is the same in the DCA+ as in the
DCA.21 The quantities that enter these equations, however, are
different between both approaches. In the DCA+, for thermo-
dynamic consistency, one should apply the same interpolation
procedure to the vertex function &ph(K,K ′) as is done for the
self-energy. Here, however, for the sake of simplicity and in
order to focus on the effects of the self-energy, we keep the
piecewise constant dependence of &ph(K,K ′) that is naturally
obtained from its extraction from the cluster quantities in
Eq. (29) as in the DCA. In the S = 1 particle-hole channel,
where the leading correlations are antiferromagnetic and have

only weak internal K⃗ dependence,54 we expect this to be a
good approximation.

In Fig. 8, we show results for χph(q⃗ = 0) obtained with
the DCA for different clusters. One observes a strong cluster
size dependence and the results are not converged even for the
largest cluster that can still be simulated before the fermionic
sign problem begins to make the QMC sampling exponentially
difficult. The corresponding DCA+ results are displayed in
Fig. 9. Here, convergence is reached much sooner. The location
of the maximum in temperature dependence T ∗ is essentially
independent of the cluster for Nc ! 20, as can be seen from
Fig. 10. As discussed previously, this directly results from the
improved convergence of the self-energy in the DCA+. From
these results, once the effects of cluster geometry are removed
in the DCA+, it becomes clear that the underlying correlations
that lead to the pseudogap formation are short ranged and well
contained in clusters of size 20.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Uniform spin χph susceptibilities vs
temperature for different cluster computed in the DCA at 5% doping
(U/t = 7 and t ′/t = −0.15).
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Uniform spin χph susceptibilities vs
temperature for different cluster computed in the DCA+ at 5% doping
(U/t = 7 and t ′/t = −0.15).

B. Improved fermionic sign problem

The rapidly increasing capability of computers in conjunc-
tion with the growing sophistication and efficiency of quantum
Monte Carlo solvers has pushed the limits of simulations
to larger cluster sizes and interaction strengths, as well as
lower temperatures. As a result, the only serious barrier for
quantum Monte Carlo calculations at low temperatures and
away from certain parameter regimes (such as half-filling in the
single-band Hubbard model) that remains is the fermionic sign
problem,24 which leads to an exponentially growing statistical
error with increasing system size and interaction strength, and
decreasing temperature.

The sign problem has posed an insurmountable challenge
to quantum Monte Carlo calculations of fermionic systems,
especially for simulations of finite-size systems, and remains
a problem in the DCA approach. The DCA, however, was
shown to have a less severe sign problem than finite-size
calculations,21 which, in the absence of a rigorous mathe-
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FIG. 10. (Color online) T ∗ versus cluster size computed in the
DCA and DCA+ at 5% doping (U/t = 7 and t ′/t = −0.15).
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Temperature dependence of the average
fermionic sign for Nc = 32 at 5% doping (U/t = 7 and t ′/t =
−0.15).

matical justification, was attributed to the action of the mean
field host on the cluster. This has enabled simulations of larger
clusters at lower temperatures than those accessible with finite-
size simulations and thus has opened new possibilities for
gaining insight into low-temperature phenomena in correlated
systems.

The DCA+ approach is different from the DCA in that it
generates a more physical self-energy with smooth momentum
dependence, and the correlations described by this self-energy
are therefore shorter ranged than those in the DCA. Hence,
it is therefore not unreasonable to expect a difference in the
severity of the sign problem between DCA+ and DCA.

In Fig. 11, we compare the fermionic sign σQMC between
the DCA and the DCA+ for a 32-site cluster and U = 7t for
a doping of 5%. At low temperatures, the average sign in the
DCA+ simulation is significantly larger than that of the DCA
simulation. As indicated above, we attribute this improvement
to the smooth momentum dependence of the DCA+ self-
energy as compared to the step-function dependence of the
DCA self-energy. From Fourier analysis, one knows that the
smoothness of a function is related to the rate of decay of
its Fourier coefficients.55 More precisely, if a function f is p
times differentiable, then its Fourier components fn will decay
at least at a rate of 1/np+1:

f ∈ Cp → |fn| ! |f (p)|1
np+1

. (30)

Since the DCA+ self-energy has smooth momentum depen-
dence and not the step discontinuities of the DCA, its Fourier
transform to real space is shorter ranged than that of the DCA
and the correlations it describes are shorter ranged. We believe
that it is this removal of unphysical long-range correlations
which reduces the sign problem in the DCA+. In any case, with
this significant reduction in the severity of the sign problem, it
is possible to study the physics of fermionic systems in even
larger clusters and at lower temperatures than accessible with
the DCA.
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Fig. 12: Pseudogap in the uniform spin susceptibility: DCA (left panel) and DCA+ (right
panel) results for the uniform spin susceptibility χs(q = 0, T ) versus temperature for a Hubbard
model with U = 7 t, t′ = −0.15 t and 〈n〉 = 0.95. χs(q = 0, T ) peaks at a temperature T ∗(Nc)
and decreases at lower temperatures as the pseudogap opens. The DCA+ converges T ∗(Nc)
more rapidly and its reduced sign problem enables calculations at lower temperatures. Figures
reproduced from Ref. [5].

4.3 Superconductivity

DCA methods have also been used extensively to investigate the possibility and nature of su-
perconductivity in the 2D Hubbard model [1, 21, 29, 31], because of its relevance to the cuprate
high-temperature superconductors [35, 36]. Early DCA calculations used a 2 × 2 cluster to
map out the temperature versus doping phase diagram for U = 8 t and found dx2−y2-wave
superconductivity over a large finite-doping region with a maximum Tc ∼ 0.08 t at a filling
〈n〉 = 0.95 [33]. A DCA study of larger clusters up to 26 sites was then carried out for U = 4 t

and found a superconducting transition at Tc ≈ 0.023 t for 〈n〉 = 0.9 [31]. But convergence
was poor due to the cluster shape and size dependence of the standard DCA. Recent DCA+ cal-
culations for the same parameters could reach clusters up to 52 sites, for which the results were
asymptotically converged, and a finite-size scaling analysis similar to that discussed in Sec. 4.1
gave a Tc = 0.02 t [6].
As an illustration of recent progress on this issue, Fig. 13 shows the results of standard DCA
and DCA+ calculations for a more realistic U = 7 t and 〈n〉 = 0.9 taken from Ref. [6]. The
DCA+ results in this figure were obtained by using a different coarse-graining [37], in which the
patch function φK(k) for a given K is finite over several intervals instead of just a single one.
This leads to a further reduction of the sign problem, which is also reflected in the difference in
the maximum cluster size between the DCA and DCA+ results in Fig. 13. The standard DCA
calculations with the usual coarse-graining are limited to only 12 sites or fewer, for this value
of U , and Tc is clearly not converged. The DCA+ calculations with modified coarse-graining,
however, are able to reach clusters of up to 28 sites. In particular, one sees that for clusters
between 12 and 26 sites, Tc changes by only 10% between different Nc, and one can estimate
Tc ≈ 0.052 t. For Nc = 24 and T = 0.05 t, the right panel of Fig. 13 displays the momentum
dependence of the leading eigenvector φd(k, πT ) of the BSE along the diagonal from (π, 0) to
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The inset shows the momentum dependence of !(k,πT ) along the
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also has a retarded component for this strength of the Coulomb
interaction.

We now turn to the doped model at U = 7t and study
the superconducting transition for a filling of ⟨n⟩ = 0.9. For
these parameters, the standard DCA algorithm can only access
clusters as large as 12 sites because of the fermion sign
problem. The DCA+ algorithm, however, significantly delays
the sign problem and allows us to access clusters as large as
28 sites.

Figure 9 shows the DCA+ results for the superconducting
transition temperature Tc versus cluster size (black circles)
in addition to the DCA results (red squares). The DCA data
for Tc have significant cluster size dependence and irregular
behavior and it is impossible to determine an estimate of
Tc based on these results. In contrast, the DCA+ results
are much more systematic: similar to the weak coupling
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FIG. 10. (Color online) k dependence of the leading eigenvector
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observe the dx2−y2 cos kx − cos ky structure (red line). Inset: the ϖ

dependence of !(k = {π,0},ϖ ).

U/t = 4 case, one observes a small cluster regime in which Tc

increases with Nc, followed by a regime where Tc(Nc) appears
approximately constant. Interestingly, the second regime of
constant Tc is reached already for a significantly smaller
cluster size than for the weak coupling case. From this we
estimate the coherence length ξ ≈

√
12 ≈ 3.5 lattice spacings

for U = 7t and ⟨n⟩ = 0.9. This is about half of the estimate we
obtained for U = 4t and indicates that the coherence length
decreases with increasing interaction strength U in the regime
of moderate values of U .

The k⃗ dependence of the leading d-wave eigenvector
!(k⃗,ϖ0 = πT ) obtained for the Nc = 28 site cluster is plotted
in Fig. 10. Its d-wave cos kx − cos ky structure is obvious
from this plot. A detailed analysis of the contribution of
higher d-wave harmonics will be published elsewhere. The
ϖ dependence of !(k⃗,ϖ ) reflects the frequency dependence
of the pairing interaction [9] and is shown for k⃗ = (π,0) in the
inset. From this one sees that !(k⃗,ϖ ) falls off with ϖ on a
scale set by J = 4t2/U ≈ 0.57. This reflects a retarded pairing
interaction with similar dynamics as the spin fluctuations [9].

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented an extension of the recently
introduced DCA+ algorithm to the calculation of two-particle
correlation functions. The DCA+ extends the dynamic cluster
approximation with a continuous self-energy and thereby
reduces its cluster shape dependencies and the fermion sign
problem of the underlying QMC solver. The DCA+ two-
particle framework is derived from the requirement of thermo-
dynamic consistency, which assures that quantities calculated
from the two-particle Green’s functions are identical to those
calculated from the single-particle Green’s function. We have
shown that this requirement is satisfied if the coarse-grained
vertex function &̄α(K,K ′) =

!
dk⃗ dk⃗′φK⃗ (k⃗)&α(k,k′)φK⃗ ′(k⃗′) is

equal to the corresponding vertex function calculated on the
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obtained for U = 4t and indicates that the coherence length
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of moderate values of U .
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in Fig. 10. Its d-wave cos kx − cos ky structure is obvious
from this plot. A detailed analysis of the contribution of
higher d-wave harmonics will be published elsewhere. The
ϖ dependence of !(k⃗,ϖ ) reflects the frequency dependence
of the pairing interaction [9] and is shown for k⃗ = (π,0) in the
inset. From this one sees that !(k⃗,ϖ ) falls off with ϖ on a
scale set by J = 4t2/U ≈ 0.57. This reflects a retarded pairing
interaction with similar dynamics as the spin fluctuations [9].

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented an extension of the recently
introduced DCA+ algorithm to the calculation of two-particle
correlation functions. The DCA+ extends the dynamic cluster
approximation with a continuous self-energy and thereby
reduces its cluster shape dependencies and the fermion sign
problem of the underlying QMC solver. The DCA+ two-
particle framework is derived from the requirement of thermo-
dynamic consistency, which assures that quantities calculated
from the two-particle Green’s functions are identical to those
calculated from the single-particle Green’s function. We have
shown that this requirement is satisfied if the coarse-grained
vertex function &̄α(K,K ′) =
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Fig. 13: Superconducting transition temperature Tc and BSE leading eigenvector of a
Hubbard model with U = 7 t and 〈n〉 = 0.9: (Left panel) The QMC sign problem limits the
largest accessible cluster size. DCA results (red squares) for Tc are not converged. The DCA+

with modified coarse-graining (see text) allows calculations for larger clusters, for which Tc
hardly changes (black circles). (Right panel) The k-dependence of the leading eigenvector
φd(k, πT ) of the particle-particle BSE for T = 0.05 t and Nc = 24 is close to cos kx − cos ky;
its frequency dependence is plotted in the inset. Figures reproduced from Ref. [6].

(0, π). Compared to the coarseK-dependence of the DCA result in Fig. 6, the DCA+ provides
information with much higher resolution in k, and thus allows one to estimate deviations from
the simple d-wave cos kx − cos ky form factor with higher precision.

5 General discussion and concluding remarks

We have seen that the DCA approximation and its DCA+ extension are quantum cluster meth-
ods that map the bulk lattice problem onto a finite-size cluster embedded in a mean-field host
that is designed to represent the remaining degrees of freedom. This is achieved through a
coarse-graining of the momentum space, which effectively reduces the degrees of freedom to
those of a cluster, while retaining the effects of the remaining bulk degrees of freedom as a
mean-field, which the cluster is coupled to. Correlations on the cluster are treated accurately us-
ing, for example, quantum Monte Carlo methods, while longer-range correlations are described
on the mean-field level. Because of translational invariance of the bulk lattice, the properties of
the mean-field host are calculated from the effective cluster problem in a self-consistent manner.
In the DCA, the mean-field host reflects the correlations described by the cluster self-energy di-
rectly. In the DCA+, in contrast, the mean-field is calculated using a lattice self-energy with
continuous bulk momentum dependence that is generated from the cluster self-energy. This
leads to an improved cluster shape and size dependence, and to a reduction of the sign problem
in the underlying QMC cluster solver. In what follows, we give a brief discussion of several
other fundamental features that are common to both the DCA and DCA+ algorithms.
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Nature of approximation and limitations

The basic assumption of the coarse-graining approximation in both the DCA and DCA+ meth-
ods is that correlations are short-ranged so that the k-dependence of the self-energy Σ(k, iωn)

and the irreducible vertex functions Γα(k, iωn,k
′, ωn′) is well approximated by a coarse grid

of cluster momenta K at intervals ∆K = 2π/Lc, where Lc is the linear cluster size. Obvi-
ously, this approximation assumes a self-energy and irreducible vertex functions that are only
weakly k-dependent, or equivalently, correlations that are short-ranged and do not extend be-
yond a length of Lc/2. This type of approximation is therefore expected to be appropriate for
cases with significant screening, where correlations are short-ranged. It is clear that such an
approximation breaks down in the proximity of classical or quantum phase transitions, where
the critical behavior is governed by the long wave-length fluctuations. Since the fluctuations
beyond Lc/2 are replaced by a mean-field, the DCA and DCA+ approaches give mean-field
critical behavior and possibly predict instabilities at finite temperature even when prohibited by
the Mermin-Wagner theorem, as is the case, for example, for the observed finite-temperature
antiferromagnetic transition in the half-filled 2D Hubbard model discussed in Sec. 4.1. The fact
that instabilities occur when the correlation length extends beyond the cluster size, however,
allows one to use finite-size scaling in combination with calculations on increasingly larger
clusters to extrapolate to the exact infinite cluster size limit.

Causality

A particular challenge in the development of quantum cluster methods such as the DCA and
DCA+ has been the requirement of causality [1], i.e., that the algorithm give a self-energy with
negative imaginary part, i.e. ImΣ(k, ω+i0+) < 0. For the standard DCA algorithm, it is possi-
ble to prove causality [1,3]. Hettler et al. also remarked [3] that the use of a simple interpolation
of the cluster self-energy to generate a lattice self-energy in the coarse-graining step Eq. (11)
will lead to causality violations if ImΣc(K, iωn) has a minimum somewhere in the Brillouin
zone, which is generally the case. In Ref. [38], such causality violations were more funda-
mentally related to the “ringing” phenomenon in Fourier-analysis. To avoid these problems in
the DCA, one interpolates the cluster self-energy only after the calculation is converged. The
DCA+ algorithm, however, is fundamentally different from a simple interpolation of the cluster
self-energy. The constraint of the DCA+ algorithm in Eq. (37) demands that the coarse-grained
lattice self-energy Nc/N

∑
k φK(k)Σ(k) is equal to the cluster self-energy Σc(K). Except

for very special cases, this results in a lattice self-energy Σ(k) that is different from a simple
interpolation of the cluster self-energyΣc(K). The arguments for causality violations that arise
when a simple interpolation is used in Refs. [3, 38] thus do not apply, and the DCA+ algorithm
does not necessarily violate causality. Although a rigorous proof for the causality of the DCA+

is not available, violations of causality have not yet been observed in any of the applications of
this method [5].
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Thermodynamic consistency

Thermodynamic consistency in the Baym and Kadanoff sense [39] ensures that observables
calculated from the single-particle Green’s function agree with those calculated from the two-
particle Green’s function. For example, the pair-field susceptibility may be determined from
the two-particle formalism described in Sec. 2.4. Alternatively, one may extend the single-
particle formalism to allow for calculations in the superconducting phase by introducing an
anomalous Green’s function Fij(τ) = −〈Tτ ci↑(τ)cj↓(0)〉. The s-wave pair-field susceptibility,
for example, is then obtained from Ps = ∂∆s/∂Ψ |Ψ=0, where Ψ is the applied pair-field and
∆s = T/N

∑
k,ωn

F (k, iωn). Thermodynamically consistent algorithms will give the same
result, irrespective of whether Ps is calculated on the single-particle level or whether it is cal-
culated on the two-particle level. An algorithm is thermodynamically consistent if it is self-
consistent and if the two-particle irreducible vertex function Γ is related to the single-particle
self-energy through Γ = δΣ[G]/δG. This is the case in the DCA where both Σ and Γ are
obtained as derivatives of the same Baym-Kadanoff Φ-functional (see Appendix and [1]) and
approximated by their respective cluster quantities Σc and Γc. In the DCA+, it is important
that the relation between Γ and Γc is consistent with the relation between Σ and Σc. In both
cases, the cluster quantities are related to their lattice counterparts by a coarse-graining relation,
as seen from Eqs. (37) and (45), and it was shown in Ref. [6] that these relations indeed sat-
isfy Γ = δΣ[G]/δG. Accordingly, the DCA+ algorithm is thermodynamically consistent if a
similar procedure is used to extract the lattice quantities.

Conclusions

In this lecture we have tried to communicate that the DCA and DCA+ approximations are pow-
erful theoretical approaches that enable reliable and, in certain cases, controlled studies of the
rich phenomenology in systems dominated by strong electronic correlations. They are non-
perturbative in nature and, in conjunction with numerically exact QMC cluster solvers, provide
an unbiased tool to understand the physics in these systems. They enable the calculation of
static and dynamic single-particle and two-particle correlation functions and thus allow for the
determination of various experimentally accessible observables, such as those related to pho-
toemission, transport, magnetism, and superconductivity. Despite the reduction in complexity,
the solution of the effective cluster problem remains a challenging task, and its complexity in-
creases rapidly as the number of cluster degrees of freedom increases. Hence these methods
have been applied almost exclusively to low-energy effective descriptions of the full many-
body problem, such as the single-band Hubbard model discussed in this lecture. Applications
to more complex multi-orbital models are required when the specifics of certain materials need
to be included. This can be achieved along the lines of the local density approximation + DMFT
approach, where the models studied by DMFT or DCA are parametrized by electronic structure
calculations. While this remains an important and challenging task, the progress in [40–42]
demonstrates that calculations along these lines are within reach.
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Appendix

A DCA and DCA+ as self-energy functional approximations

General methods may be derived from the Green’s function based formalism of Luttinger and
Ward [43] and Baym and Kadanoff [39], where the grand potential

Ω[G] = Tr ln[−G]− Tr
[
(G−10 −G−1)G

]
+ Φ[G,U ] (54)

is expressed in terms of the single-particle Green’s function G.4 Here, Φ[G] is the so-called
Baym-Kadanoff functional described in Ref. [39]. The self-energy Σ is obtained from the
functional derivative of Φ[G] with respect toG

Σ =
δΦ[G]

δG
(55)

and is related to the Green’s function via the Dyson equation (8)

G−1 = G−10 −Σ . (56)

These two relations imply that the free energy Ω is stationary with respect toG, i.e.

δΩ[G]

δG
= 0 . (57)

In principle, the exact Green’s function G and self-energy Σ can be determined from the self-
consistent solution of Eqs. (55) and (56). However, since the functional Φ[G] is usually un-
known, an approximation is required that replaces the exact Φ[G] by a known or computable
functional. Conserving approximations replace the exact Φ[G] by an approximate functional,
which considers certain sub-classes of diagrams that can be summed up analytically and that are
thought to capture the dominant physics. This generally results in a weak coupling approxima-
tion such as second-order perturbation theory or the fluctuation exchange approximation [44].
These approaches usually fail, however, when the interaction U gets larger than several times
the hopping t.

DCA

The DCA therefore takes a different approach. From Eq. (12), one sees that fundamentally the
DCA is an approximation of the self-energy where

ΣDCA(k) '
∑
K

ΦK(k)Σc(K) . (58)

To proceed, it is therefore convenient to follow the work of Potthoff [45] and Okamoto [38] and
express the grand potential in terms of the self-energy instead of the Green’s function

Ω[Σ] = Tr ln
[
−(G−10 −Σ)

]
− (LΦ)[Σ] . (59)

4Here we have used a matrix equation for the Green’s functionsG andG0 and the trace Tr sums over momenta
k and frequencies ωn.
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Here, the functional (LΦ)[Σ] is obtained from Φ[G] through a Legendre transform

(LΦ)[Σ] = Φ− Tr[ΣG] . (60)

At stationarity, i.e. δΩ[Σ]/δΣ = 0, one again obtains the usual Dyson equation [G−10 −
Σ]−1 = G, where G = −δ(LΦ)[Σ]/δΣ. However, just as Φ[G] is unknown, the func-
tional (LΦ)[Σ] is generally unknown. Instead of replacing the functional by a low order weak
coupling approximation, the DCA keeps the same functional but reduces the complexity by re-
placing the exact self-energy Σ(k) by the approximation in Eq. (58), i.e. Σ(k) ' ΣDCA(k) =∑

K φK(k)Σc(K). This replacement reduces the degrees of freedom over which the functional
is evaluated to those of a finite-size cluster,

(LΦ)[Σc] = Φ− N

Nc

∑
K

Tr[Σc(K)Gc(K)] (61)

with
Gc(K) =

Nc

N

∑
k

φK(k)G(k) =
Nc

N

∑
k

φK(k)
1

G−10 (k)−ΣDCA(k)
. (62)

Relation (62) implies that the parameters of the effective cluster problem are fixed by the re-
quirement that the cluster Green’s function Gc is equal to the coarse-grained lattice Green’s
function on the right-hand side. Using the relation δ(LΦ)[Σc]/δΣc = −N/NcGc together
with
δΣDCA(k)/δΣc(K) = φK(k), it is straightforward to show that the relation (62) implies that
the DCA approximation for the grand potential

ΩDCA[Σc] = Tr ln
[
−(G−10 −ΣDCA)

]
+ Φ−

∑
K

Tr[Σc(K)Gc(K)] . (63)

is stationary, i.e. δΩ[Σc]/δΣc(K) = 0.

DCA+

Just like in the DCA, the DCA+ approach replaces the self-energy in the functional (LΦ)[Σ] by
the piecewise-constant cluster approximation

∑
K φK(k)Σc(K) to limit the degrees of free-

dom over which this term is calculated to those of a finite-size cluster. But in contrast to the
DCA, this replacement is not made in the first Tr ln[−(G−10 −Σ)] term of the grand-potential
Ω[Σ]. Instead, here one retains the full lattice self-energyΣ(k) to give the DCA+ approxima-
tion

ΩDCA+

[Σ] = Tr ln
[
−(G−10 −Σ)

]
+ Φ− N

Nc

∑
K

Tr[Σc(K)Gc(K)] . (64)

Note that in contrast to the DCA where the grand potential reduces to a functional of the cluster
self-energy, i.e.Ω[Σ]→ ΩDCA[Σc], here, the grand potential remains a functional of the lattice
self-energy Σ(k), which enters in the first term. Then again, one can ask for stationarity of the
grand potential. When the cluster self-energyΣc is related to the lattice self-energyΣ through
the DCA+ constraint

Σc(K) =
Nc

N

∑
k

φK(k)Σ(k) , (65)
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one obtains from δΩDCA+
[Σ(k)]/δΣ(k) = 0[
G−10 (k)−Σ(k)

]−1
=
∑
K

φK(k)Gc(K) . (66)

To derive the right-hand side we have used δΣc(K)/δΣ(k) = Nc/N φK(k) according to
Eq. (65). Using the identity Eq. (36) and multiplying both sides with Nc/N

∑
k φK(k) results

in the DCA+ coarse-graining equation Eq. (38), i.e.

Gc(K) =
Nc

N

∑
k

φK(k)
1

G−10 (k)−Σ(k)
. (67)

This proves that the DCA+ algorithm, just like the DCA algorithm gives results for the self-
energy and the Green’s function that correspond at self-consistency to a stationary solution of
the DCA+ grand potential.
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